INSTALLED SOUND SOLUTIONS

Problem Solving Microphones for Corporate, Education, Government, Healthcare & Worship Markets

Beneﬁts at a glance

Installed Sound Microphones

■ High intelligibility

The Earthworks installation microphones are designed to meet the
exacting requirements of premium sound installations, such as conference
rooms, court rooms, teleconferencing centers, government facilities,
universities and more. The advanced technologies employed in Earthworks
microphones provide high intelligibility and near-perfect polar response
that remains uniform out to 90 degrees off-axis, with no loss of high
frequencies.

■ More gain before feedback
■ Near-perfect polar response
■ Uniform frequency response on or off-axis
■ RF Shielding against cell phones and other RF devices
■ Wide pickup pattern, allowing speaker to move about
freely and still maintain pristine sound quality

For amplified sound installations, Earthworks microphones also provide
high rejection of sounds at the rear of the microphone in addition to
impressive gain before feedback. When utilizing Earthworks high intelligibly
microphones everyone in the room will be heard exactly and precisely,
meeting a key requirement for high quality sound installations.

■ Low proﬁle design
■ Expertly manufactured in the USA

ChoirMic Series
™

Finish: Black or White
Polar Pattern: Cardioid or Hypercardioid

“

One listener commented that the Earthworks gear had “surreal”
accuracy in reproducing the human voice.”

FlexMic Series
™

Podium Microphones

- Trent Keeling, Advanced Audio & Lighting Systems

Earthworks’ patented technologies
incorporated into the FlexMic™ Series
provide a high level of speech intelligibility
and uniform off-axis response to ensure the
orator is heard clearly, with no loss in sound
quality, when speaking at the front or at
the sides of the microphone. This smooth
off-axis response also provides more gain
before feedback. The FlexMic™ microphones
provide high rejection of sounds at the rear
of the microphone, with no handling noise
in addition to incredible RFI rejection.
Designed specifically for use as a podium
microphone, the FlexMic™ Series offers
numerous versatile features and options
that make these microphones ideal for
public speaking venues including lecture
halls, presentation spaces, churches, civic
centers, theaters, and government facilities.

FMR720

FMR600

Frequency Range: 50Hz-20kHz or 50Hz-40kHz
Polar Pattern: Cardioid or Hypercardioid
Gooseneck: Full Flex or Rigid Center

FMR500

Options

FM500

/ C30/HC-W
C30/C-W

The ChoirMic™ Series of hanging microphones uniquely designed small microphone head and ﬂexible gooseneck
allow them to be easily and precisely positioned. Their near perfect polar response will not beam or spotlight
and provides more gain before feedback while picking up almost no sound at the rear of the microphone. The
ChoirMic™ comes with 30 feet of premier Canare® Star Quad cable prewired to the microphone. This cable will not
rotate due to aging, temperature or humidity changes, allowing the microphone to maintain a consistent position.
Options

FM360

/ C30/HC-B
C30/C-B

Hanging Gooseneck Microphones

HC: designates hypercardioid (FM500/HC)
HD: designates 40kHz (FM500HD)

IM Installation Series
Gooseneck Installation Microphones

The IM Installation Series microphones for permanent installations
provide an ultra-low profile microphone solution with pristine sound
and a 30Hz-30kHz ﬂat frequency response. Patented near-perfect
polar technology prevents the loss of high frequencies either on or
off-axis to the microphone. The microphone’s slim gooseneck and
small microphone head allow quick and precise positioning, while
being nearly invisible in the ceiling.
Options

IM12-B

IM10-B

IM6-B

IM3-B

IM12-B

IM10-S

IM6-S

IM3-S

IM12-W

IM10-W

IM6-W

IM3-W

Finish: Black, White or Silver
Gooseneck Length: 3, 6, 10 or 12 inches

“

The IM3 outperformed every other low proﬁle ceiling mic on the market and
hit our client’s unbelievably high aesthetic and performance expectations.”

IML Installation Series

Gooseneck Installation Microphones with Touch Sensor &
Dual-Color LED Light Ring

- Kevin Miller, CoitCom

Engineered to operate remotely with a media control system,
integrators have complete freedom to assign touch function and
LED color for the Earthworks LumiComm™ Touch Ring. The IML
microphones feature near-perfect polar response, extended high
frequency response, and incredibly fast impulse response. What
does this provide for your installations? More clarity, detail and
intelligibility than any other installed sound microphone on the
market.
Options

IML12-S

IML10-S

IML6-S

IML3-S

IML12-S

IML10-S

IML6-S

IML3-S

IML12-B

IML10-B

IML6-B

“

IML3-B

Finish: Black, White or Silver
Gooseneck Length: 3, 6, 10 or 12 inches

The Earthworks IML microphones have provided us excellent ﬁdelity
of the audio pickup that is extremely consistent, both on and off-axis,
which allows them to overlap and blend well together.”
- Stephen Bon, Audio-Video Group

IMB & IMBL Installation Series
IMB30-S

IMB30-W

IMB30-B

IMBL30-W

IMBL30-S

IMBL30-B

Boundary Installation Microphones

The IMB & IMBL Boundary Layer Microphones provide a pristine sounding
microphone solution for permanent installations when a low profile is of the utmost
importance. Featuring a ﬂat frequency response and patented polar technology,
orators will maintain the same intelligibility throughout the room without a loss of
high frequencies.
Options

Finish: Black, White or Silver
Light Ring: With or Without LumiComm™ Touch Ring

The Earthworks Difference
“Less is More”
The narrow usable portion of a conventional microphone’s polar response (with full frequency response) provides only a narrow area that
will pick up sounds without high frequency losses at the sides, as well
as above and below the microphone. To illustrate this, the figures in
pink show the pickup area of conventional directional microphones
(with full frequency response) in a conference room with 8 foot ceiling
at the left, as well as in the podium images below.

CEILING

In contrast, the figures in green show the pickup area (with full frequency response) of an Earthworks directional microphone, providing
(1) more sound level before feedback, (2) no spotlighting or highlighting, (3) more rejection of sounds at the rear of the microphone, (4) and
an overall vastly superior sound quality.
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Above images are a 6 ft. (1.8m) tall man in a room with 8 ft. (2.4m) ceiling drawn to scale
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